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Overview 

This book focuses on common irrational behaviors that our 
brains evolved to perform. For example, in its desire to conserve 
energy, our brains will create irrational heuristic biases, and it 
will look for cause-effect relationships in random events. This 
book offers extremely practical advice in order to be more aware 
of these cognitive fallacies, and make better decisions as we go 
through life. 

Chapter 1. Adventures in Certainty 

Humans pass on information, and yet we are prone to 
pass on incorrect information leading to biases. Being 
uncertain makes our brains uncomfortable, so we crave to 
pass on any and all information. Ambiguity triggers a 
sense of discomfort. As such, our intense desire to be 
correct leads to “certainty bias”. It’s better to slow down 
and ask yourself if you are actually correct. For example: 

x The idea that you are stronger or more skilled than a 
mugger due to your martial arts training or due to the 
mugger’s gender. If you are incorrect about this, your 
life may actually end.  

x If you are traveling in a new country, no amount of 
travel guides may convince you to consider if your 
own behaviors are proper or offensive. 

x You may be certain that your sibling is the prettier 
one in the family, or the smarter one. 

We can’t always know when a heuristic (mental shortcut) 
is beneficial or when it needs to be overridden. Sometimes 
“feeling right” is actually foolish, and is simply your
brain’s desire for comfort. You might only seek out 
information which confirms that which you want to be 
true (known as “confirmation bias”). You may be
emotionally tied to certain beliefs (for example religious 
zealots) and purposefully ignore evidence to the contrary. 

We have “schemas”, or mental models, guiding our
decision-making. For example, when deciding on a new 
job, your schemas may include commute time, company 
size, flexibility of schedule, or wage. Any ambiguity 

outside this schema makes our brains feel threatened. We 
either ignore external information or classify it as an 
outlier, so that our brains feel better. 

“The cerebral surge that comes with being proven right.” 

Chapter 2. Seductive Patterns 
and Smoking Monkeys 

Imagine you’re walking through an airport, and see the
number “429” repeated several times. Is that a sign that
you should change your flight, or perhaps a sign you 
should definitely be on your flight? Most likely what 
happened is that upon seeing 429 twice, your brain 
started to be more alert for that sequence of numbers, and 
assigned meaning to randomness. 

The human brain is wired to make conclusions from 
coincidence. Carl Jung, and early psychologist, discussed 
the concept of “synchronicity” which he described as 
events linked through meaning, rather than cause-and-
effect. These ideas spurted pseudoscience self-help books 
like “The Secret”, whose authors duped themselves into 
believing they were correct. 

Our brain evolved to always look for cause-effect 
relationships. Our brains are terrified that random events 
could threaten us. When a tornado skips a house, we tend 
to believe in supernatural reasons for it being “spared”
instead of believing that it was simply randomly missed. 
Evolutionarily, spotting cause-effect relationships kept us 
safe. We discuss “luck”, and we look for agents like God 
or Satan; we refuse to accept that life can be random. 

“We are also predisposed to wanting 
an evident cause for every effect.” 

Chapter 3. Why A Happy Brain 
Discounts The Future 

When our boss asks us to take on a project months away, 
we might immediately jump on the opportunity for 
praise in the moment, and yet forget the arduous 


